
Event:

Event Co-Ord:

Indoor ?

Outdoor ?

eSO Initials

Show Safety 

 Show Safety Concerns: detail what occurred, who was involved, & what was discussed with them!) Use adiitional sheets as req'd

When advised to 'unload and make safe' ensure it is done in the declared safe area and PROVE to yourself and then the eSO your firearm is safe and unloaded.

Load types to be used (circle / add all relevant)

Event Safety Officer (eSO) role

Your role is to insure a Safe Event.  You are helping to insure no one gets hurt, and no member or spectator is put in a position of jeapordy.

Safety MUST spot check loads of every shooter. This includes looking in shooters gear / box / bag.  All loads must conform to the current years approved LoadSheet.  If there 

is a doubt, those loads will not be utilized. Anyone with unapproved / live cartridges will be disqualified from shooting and NOT permitted to shoot in any future shows until 

the Executive at their earliest possible convenience will meet and determine further actions / sanctions.

Safety must always be in the forefront of your thoughts during a show - it is more important than the show!

Anyone with unapproved / live cartridges in their kit will be disqualified from shooting at current event.

Eye and ear protection is strongly encouraged!

If in doubt do not take the shot! Always use your Situational awareness!

Do not shoot if anyone is in front of you - make them aware of your positioning or reposition yourself!. 

Safety talk (to be given before every show - sample  speaking points below - add what is appropriate for venue)

Show Safety

Anyone can call a stop to the show if an imminent threat is observed. ie: crowd entering show space, child running across show space, common sense will dictate actions. DO 

NOT wait for a lull in the show, call a stoppage immediately if a serious safety violation is observed whereby imminent harm may be the result. Ask the members:   How would 

you stop a Show? What should you say?  How loud?

Never draw a loaded gun if amongst / close to the audience. i.e. in the middle of a closed crowded train car.

Always be aware of the possibility of a gun grab.  What will you say? What will you do?

Do not 'gun up' or 'lock and load' until advised by me (eSO)

Balloon                    Shotgun ?

Phonebook         5-in-One

?

?

If any infractions occur, you must address immediately. This can range from having a brief private discussion afterwards with the individual, to stopping the show - 

immediately!  Even minor issues should be reported here - but no need to make a big deal out of the small stuff! Talk about it, resolve it for future, and move on!

Event Safety: 

             Date:

Detail who did NOT receive your safety discussion and why (arrived late, left early, talking with clients)

Please initial if you randomly 'spot' inspected ammo bags / boxes for any inappropriate items (i.e. live ammo).  If there were any exceptions, please detail 

names and brief reason.  If any inappropriate itmes were found, please detail what and who they belonged to.

Date

Email, fax or hand to any Exec no later than 7 days after event, please

Executive member who reviewed (only required if a Safety event occurred)

DatePrint and sign name

Print Last name and sign
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